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Abstract: We propose an estimation method for an errors-in-variables model with un-
known input and output noise variances. The main assumption that allows identiﬁability
ofthe modelis clusteringofthedataintotwoclustersthat aredistinctina certainspeciﬁed
sense. We show an application of the proposed method for system identiﬁcation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Corresponding to the total least squares (TLS) prob-
lem
{ ˆ Rtls, ˆ Dtls} := argmin
R, ˆ D
   D− ˆ D
   2
F subject to
RR  = Ip and R ˆ D = 0
(1)
is the errors-in-variables(EIV) model
D = ¯ D+ ˜ D, rank( ¯ D)=rowdim(D)− p =: m. (2)
Here ¯ D is a true value and ˜ D is a measurement error
that is modeledas a zero mean randommatrix with in-
dependent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) elements.
The TLS estimator (1) is maximum likelihood for the
EIV model (2) if, in addition to the previous assump-
tions, the entries of ˜ Dij are normally distributed. The
variance of ˜ Dij needs not be known, but the i.i.d.
assumption is often too restrictive.
More general EIV models, where the measurement
errors need not be i.i.d., have been considered in
(Kukush and Van Huffel, 2004). The corresponding
TLS-type problems are called weighted TLS prob-
lems. A key assumption in this work is that the noise
covariance structure, i.e., the covariance matrix of
vec( ˜ D) is known up to a scaling factor. One can argue
that the knowledge of the noise covariance structure
up to a scalar is again restrictive in practice.
EIV models with two or more unknown noise pa-
rameters, however, are unidentiﬁable by second order
methods, i.e., there are many solutions that are not
distinguishable from the second order statistics. This
unidentiﬁability problem is well known in the context
of the Frisch scheme (Frisch, 1934; De Moor, 1988).
For dynamical systems a similar negative result is ﬁrst
proven in (Anderson, 1985).
Various additional assumptions can be imposed in
order to make the EIV estimation problem with un-
known noise covariance structure identiﬁable. An
overview of methods for EIV system identiﬁcation is
given in (Söderström et al., 2002; Söderström, 1981).
In this paper we show a new assumption that allows
to derive consistent parameter and noise variance es-
timates. The idea comes from (Wald, 1940), where
a static single input single output (m = p = 1) EIV
model is considered and the proposed estimator is the
line passing through the mean values of two clusters
of data points. We develop this simple idea for multi
input single output static and dynamic EIV models.
The key consistency assumption for the methodis that
the data D has as many clusters as there are unknown
noise parameters. For example, the proposed method
is not applicable for problems where the inputs are
stationary, which is a typical assumption in much of
the prior work on EIV system identiﬁcation. Also in
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172the dynamiccase, we assume that the input and output
measurement noises are white and uncorrelated.
The assumption that the data can be clustered means
that the true input changes character while the noise
properties remain the same. This assumption can be
viewed equivalently as having a set of data records
from experiments with different true inputs. Such an
assumption is certainly restrictive and presently we do
not have speciﬁc applications in mind.
In Section 2 we describe kernel and input/output
representations of static and dynamic linear models.
Section 3 presents the proposed estimation method
for static EIV models and states conditions for con-
sistency. Section 4 extends the method to dynamic
models and Section 5 shows simulation examples for
EIV system identiﬁcation.For simplicity the proposed
method is applied to the special case of single out-
put models and covariance structure known up to two
unknown scalars: the input and the output noise vari-
ances. In the conclusions we discuss the extension
of the method for problems involving more than two
unknown parameters of the covariance matrix.
2. KERNEL AND INPUT/OUTPUT
REPRESENTATIONS OF LINEAR MODELS
2.1 Static models
T h ed a t am a t r i xD∈Rq×N h a sa sr o w st h ev a r i a b l e so f
interest and as columns the observed samples of those
variables. A linear static model B for D is a subspace
of Rq. Such a model can be represented as the kernel
of a matrix R ∈ Rg×q, i.e.,
B = {d ∈ Rq | Rd = 0} =:k e r (R).
In the numerical linear algebra literature, however,the
input/output representation
B(X) :=
 
d =
 
di
do
 
m
p
 
 
  X di = do
 
(3)
is preferred over the kernel one because it makes
explicit the input/output structure of the model. The
matrixX ∈Rm×p, m+p=qinB(X) isaparameterof
the model. Note that while the parameter R in a kernel
representation is in general non-unique, for a ﬁxed
input/output partitioning, the parameter X is unique.
Given R, one can always ﬁnd ˜ R, such that ˜ R ˜ R  = Ip
and ker( ˜ R)=ker(R). Note that if R is full row rank,
then the numberof rows g:=rowdim(R) of R is equal
to the number of outputs p of B = ker(R).I nt h e
single output case, RR  =  R 2 = 1, makes R unique.
The ﬁrst m variables di in the input/output represen-
tation (3) are inputs, i.e., they can be chosen freely.
The last p variables do are outputs, i.e.,t h e ya r eﬁ x e d
by the input and the model. The integers m and p
are invariant of the representation. Note that not ev-
ery model B ⊆ Rq admits an input/output represen-
tation with a ﬁxed input/output partitioning. The set
of models that can not be represented in the form (3),
however, is non-generic in Rq.
Corresponding to the representation (3) are the in-
put/output partitionings of the data and measurement
error matrices
D =:
 
Di
Do
 
m
p and ˜ D =:
 
˜ Di
˜ Do
 
m
p .
In Section 3 we use the input/outputrepresentation(3)
and assign different noise variances to the input and
output variables.
2.2 Dynamic models
In the dynamic context the given data wd ∈ (Rq)T is a
ﬁnitevectortimeseriesandthemodelisasubsetofthe
data space (Rq)T. We consider linear time-invariant
(LTI)models.TheLTI modelclass admitsa difference
equation representation
B(R) := {w ∈ (Rq)T | R0w(t)+R1w(t +1)+···
+Rlw(t +l)=0, for t = 0,...,T −l}. (4)
The matrices Ri ∈ Rg×q are parameters of the model.
With g=1a n dRl  =0, B(R) is a single outputmodel.
A given LTI model B generically admits an in-
put/output representation
B =
 
w =
 
u
y
 
m
1
 
    P0y(t)+P1y(t +1)+···
+Ply(t +l)=Q0u(t)+Q1u(t +1)+···
+Qlu(t +l), for t = 0,...,T −l
 
,
Pi ∈Rp×p,Qi ∈Rp×m,and
 
∑
l
k=0Pkzk −1 
∑
l
k=0Qkzk 
is a proper rational function (transfer function of B).
3. STATIC PROBLEMS WITH ONE OUTPUT
AND TWO UNKNOWN NOISE PARAMETERS
First we consider the special case of EIV static model
with one output and covariance structure known up
to two scalars: input and output noise variances. This
model corresponds to the classical linear system of
equations Ax ≈ b with noises on A and b of unknown
size. The model is unidentiﬁable without additional
information on the noise covariance structure. For
example, the weighted TLS method requires that the
ratio of the input and output noise variances is known.
Our assumption about the noise covariance matrix is
that
E ˜ D ˜ D  =
 
E ˜ Di ˜ D 
i E ˜ Di ˜ D 
o
E ˜ Do ˜ D 
i E ˜ Do ˜ D 
o
 
=:
 ¯ λiWi 0
0 ¯ λoWo
 
, (5)
where Wi ∈ Rm×m and Wo ∈ R are known positive
deﬁnite matrices, and ¯ λi (the input variance) and ¯ λo
(the output variance) are unknown positive scalars.
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ple covariance matrix DD  has multiplicity one (the
generic case), the TLS solution ˆ Rtls is unique and is
givenbythe eigenvectorofDD , correspondingto the
smallest eigenvalue. Alternatively, we are looking for
a solution R to the nonlinear system of equations
R(DD −λI)=0
corresponding to the smallest value of λ.
The TLS solution corresponds to an EIV model, in
which the input/output noise variance ratio
¯ λi/¯ λo =: ¯ μ
is equal to one, { ˜ Di,ij} are i.i.d., and { ˜ Do,ij} are i.i.d.
The case of a known noise ratio ¯ μ  = 1, correspondsto
a weighted TLS problem, which seeks for a solution
to the system
R
 
DD −λo
 
¯ μIm 0
01
  
= 0,
correspondingto the smallest value of λo. The numer-
ical solution in this case is performed via the gen-
eralized eigenvalue or singular value decomposition
(instead of the ordinary eigenvalue or singular value
decomposition).
Denote
W(μ) :=
 
μWi 0
0 Wo
 
,
so that E ˜ D ˜ D  = ¯ λoW(¯ μ). Corresponding to the EIV
model and assumption (5) is the weighted TLS prob-
lem
min
ˆ R,D
 
 
 W−1/2(¯ μ)(D− ˆ D)
 
 
 
2
F
subject to R ˆ D = 0,
or equivalently the nonlinear system of equations
R
 
DD −λoW(¯ μ)
 
= 0, (6)
where again the true input/output noise ratio ¯ μ is as-
sumed known. The computation can be carried out
via a generalized eigenvalue or singular value decom-
position. In the literature the estimator for this case
is called generalized TLS (Van Huffel and Vande-
walle, 1989).
Now consider the problem of unknown true noise ra-
tio ¯ μ.E v e ni fR is properly normalized, e.g.,  R  = 1,
a solution to (6) is non-unique.This is a manifestation
of a lack of identiﬁability of the model with unknown
input and output noise variances. We propose to re-
solve the unidentiﬁability problem by considering a
systemoftwoindependentestimatingequations.After
a permutation of the columns of D via a permutation
matrix Π,d e ﬁ n e
DΠ =:
 
D1 D2 
=:
 
D1
i D2
i
D1
o D2
o
 
m
1
and consider two copies of (6)
R
 
Dk(Dk) −λoW(μ)
 
= 0, for k = 1,2, (7)
corresponding to the two parts D1 and D2 of the data
matrix.
If the minimal singular value of D1
i (D1
i ) −D2
i (D2
i ) 
is separated from zero, the problem of estimating si-
multaneously λo, μ,a n dR is identiﬁable (see Theo-
rem1below).This conditionis relatedto theexistence
of clusters in the true data ¯ D. Correspondingly the
clustering problem is
max
permutation
matrix Π
 
min
j=1,...,m
 
 λj
 
D1
i (D1
i ) −D2
i (D2
i )   
 
 
,
(8)
where λ1(A),...,λdim(A)(A) are the eigenvalues of A.
The estimation problem corresponding to (7) is more
complicated than a generalized eigenvalue/singular
value decomposition: we need to ﬁnd a common gen-
eralized eigenvalue-eigenvector pair for two pairs of
symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrices that depend
on a scalar parameter. In general, (7) has no exact
solution, so that an approximation is needed.
We propose the following nonlinear least squares type
approximate solution:
ˆ μ =argmin
μ
  
λ1
o −λ2
o
 2+Csin2 
∠(R1,R2)
  
, (9)
where (λk
o,Rk) is the minimal generalized eigenvalue-
eigenvec.pairofthepencil
 
Dk(Dk) ,diag(μWi,Wo)
 
,
C is a regularization parameter, and ∠(R1,R2) stands
for the angle between the vectors R1 and R2.T h e
ﬁrst term in the cost function makes both eigenval-
ues close to each other, while the second term makes
the corresponding eigenvectors close to each other.
The regularization parameterC allows to turn the two
objectives optimization problem into a one objective
optimization. Our experience is that the results are
rather insensitive to the value of this parameter and
in the simulation examples of Section 5 we set C = 1.
Once the optimal estimate ˆ μ of the noise variance
ratio μ is found, the estimation problem becomes a
classical generalized TLS problem. In summary, the
proposed estimation procedure has three stages.
1. Cluster the data by solving (8).
2. Compute the noise variance ratio estimate ˆ μ by
solving (9) for the clusters identiﬁed on step 1.
3. Solve the standard generalized TLS problem for
the estimated value of μ on step 2.
The clustering problem (8) has combinatorial com-
plexity, so that (except for small examples) it can be
solved only via heuristic methods. See (Xu and Wun-
sch, 2005)for a surveyof clusteringalgorithms.Inour
simulation examples we use the K-means algorithm
implemented in the Statistics Toolbox of MATLAB.
The optimization problem on step 2 is a rather simple
one because it involves a single scalar decision vari-
able and the search interval is lower bounded by 0.
Note that each cost function evaluation involves two
generalized singular value decompositions.
The procedure described above is closely related but
not equivalent to the one of (Kukush et al., 2005).
174In (Kukushet al.,2005),steps 2 and3 ofthe algorithm
are different.
2’. Compute the noise variance estimates ˆ λi and ˆ λo
by solving the optimization problem
min
λi,λo
  
 
 
 
 
μ1
μ2
  
 
 
 
2
+Csin2 
∠(R1,R2)
 
 
, (9’)
where μk and Rk are respectively the smallest
eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of
Dk(Dk) −diag(λiWi,λoWo).
3’. Deﬁne the estimate ˆ R as the eigenvector corre-
spondingto the smallest eigenvalueof the matrix
DD −diag(ˆ λiWi, ˆ λoWo).
Problem (9) can be viewed as a modiﬁcation of (9’).
In general both problems are nonconvex and non-
smooth, however, (9) is univariate while (9’) is bi-
variates and for this reason more difﬁcult to solve.
The estimator on Step 3’ is called the adjusted least
squares. It is equivalent to the generalized TLS esti-
mator on step 3 with ˆ μ = ˆ λi/ˆ λo.
Statistical consistency of the estimator using steps 2’
and 3’ is proven in (Kukush et al., 2005). Here we
state the main result, specialized for the considered
problem. (The result of (Kukush et al., 2005) applies
tomultiinputmultioutputdynamicproblemsaswell.)
Theorem 1. Assume that:
i). there exists δ > 0, such that E| ˜ Dij|4+δ are uni-
formly bounded for all i, j
ii). 1
N1  ¯ D1
i  F and 1
N2  ¯ D2
i  F are bounded, where
N1 := coldim(D1) and N2 := coldim(D2)
iii). liminfN1,N2→∞σmin
  1
N1D1
i D1 
i − 1
N2D2
i D2 
i
 
> 0,
whereσmin(A) isthesmallestsingularvalueofA,
iv). liminfN1→∞
1
N1 trace(X WiX) > 0
liminfN2→∞
1
N2 trace(Wo) > 0, and
v). liminfNk→∞
1
Nkσmin
 
¯ Dk
i( ¯ Dk
i)  
> 0, for k = 1,2.
Then ˆ λi → ¯ λi, ˆ λo → ¯ λo,a n d ˆ X → ¯ X,a sN1,N2 → ∞,
almost surely.
4. APPLICATION FOR DYNAMIC MODELS
Certain system identiﬁcation problems can be posed
asstructuredTLSproblems(Markovskyetal.,2005a).
The main difference with the static TLS problem (1)
is that now the data matrix is block-Hankel struc-
tured. For application of the structured TLS method,
however, the measurement error covariance structure
should be known up to a scaling factor. In this sec-
tion we address a dynamic version of the problem of
Section 3.
Written in a matrix form the difference equation
R0w(t)+R1w(t +1)+···+Rlw(t +l)=0,
becomes the structured system of equations
RHl+1(w)=0, (10)
where Hl+1(w) is the block-Hankel matrix with l+1
block rows, constructed from the time series w:
Hl+1(w) :=
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
w(1) w(2) ··· w(T −l)
w(2) w(3) ··· w(T −l+1)
w(3) w(4) ··· w(T −l+2)
. . .
. . .
. . .
w(l +1) w(l+2) ··· w(T)
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, (11)
and
R :=
 
R0 R1 ··· Rl
 
.
With noisy data wd and T > q(l + 1)+l, generi-
cally (4) is not compatible, so that an approximation
is needed.
The structured TLS problem is the dynamic equiva-
lent of the TLS problem (1):
min
R, ˆ w
 w− ˆ w 2 subject to RR  = 1,
and RHl+1( ˆ w)=0. (12)
Its solution however can not be expressed in closed
form via a singular value decomposition of the data
matrix as in the static case and needs nonlinear opti-
mization methods (Markovsky et al., 2004).
The structured TLS problem (12) corresponds to the
EIV model wd = ¯ w + ˜ w,w h e r e ¯ w is a trajectory of
B( ¯ R)forsome ¯ R∈R1×q(l+1),and ˜ wisawhiterandom
sequence with covariance matrix that is equal to a
multipleoftheidentity.Ifin additionthemeasurement
errors ˜ w are normally distributed, the structured TLS
estimator is maximum likelihood.
MoregeneralweightedstructuredTLS problemsallow
to take into account the noise covariance matrix that
is known up to a scaling factor. As in the static case,
dynamic EIV problems in which the covariance struc-
ture is speciﬁed up to more than one scaling factor are
unidentiﬁable.
Next we consider the case when the noise covariance
matrix is known up to two scalars—the input and
output noise variances. Accordingly,
cov
 
˜ w(t)
 
=
 ¯ λiIm 0
0 ¯ λo
 
= ¯ λo
 
¯ μIm 0
01
 
=: ¯ λoW(¯ μ).
(13)
Let
W(μ) := diag(W(μ),...,W(μ)
      
T times
).
The weighted structured TLS problem corresponding
to the EIV model with the noise covariance (13) is
min
R, ˆ w
(wd− ˆ w)
 W−1(¯ μ)(wd− ˆ w) subject to
RR  = 1, RHl+1( ˆ w)=0. (14)
However, this problem can be solved only for a given
parameter ¯ μ.
In(Markovskyet al.,2005b;Markovskyand VanHuf-
fel, 2005) we show that the structured TLS problem
175is generically equivalent to the following nonlinear
weighted least squares problem
min
X
 
X  −1
 
Hl+1(wd)Γ−1(X, ¯ μ)H  
l+1(wd)
 
X
−1
 
(15)
where Γ(X, ¯ μ) is a block banded and Toeplitz matrix
that depends on X and W(¯ μ). In turn the optimiza-
tion problem (15) can be seen equivalently as a least
squaresapproximatesolutionmethodforthenonlinear
system of equations
 
X  −1
 
Hl+1(wd)Γ−1/2(X, ¯ μ)=0.
In order to resolve the identiﬁability problem, we
make the assumption that the true time series ¯ w
changes its behavior at time T , i.e., the time series
¯ w1 :=(¯ w(1),..., ¯ w(T ))
has different mean and dispersion than the time series
¯ w2 :=(¯ w(T +1),..., ¯ w(T)).
This assumption corresponds to the clustering as-
sumptionin the static case. Note that now the ordering
ofthedatasamplescorrespondstotime,so thatwe can
not permute them as in the static case.
Under the existence of clusters, deﬁne w1
d, w2
d anal-
ogously to ¯ w1,¯ w2, and consider the system of two
nonlinear equations
 
X 
k −1
 
Hl+1(wk
d)Γ−1/2(X,μ)=0, for k = 1,2.
(16)
For noise free data, the equations have a common
solution X1 = X2 = ¯ X and μ = ¯ μ. In the presence
of noise, an approximate solution is needed and we
propose the same criterion as in the static case
ˆ μ = argmin
μ
 
λ1
o −λ2
o
 2+Csin2 
∠(R1,R2)
 
, (17)
where Rk and λk
o come from the structured TLS prob-
lems associated with (16),
Rk :=
 
(Xk)  −1
 
,
and
λk
o := RkHl+1(wk
d)Γ−1(X,μ)H  
l+1(wk
d)(Rk) .
Each cost function evaluation involves solving two
structured TLS problems.
In summary, the algorithm for the considered EIV
identiﬁcation problem is:
1. Detect a time instant T  at which wd changes its
behavior.
2. Solve the optimization problem (17) for the par-
titioning of the data found in step 1, and
3. Solve the structured TLS problem (14) for the
estimated value ˆ μ in step 2.
Note 1. The cost functions in (9), (9’), and (17) are
discontinuous. Therefore, the global minimum might
not exist. The minimization is performed up to certain
tolerance that decreases to zero, as the number of
observations increases.
5. SIMULATION EXAMPLE
Consider the EIV model (2). The covariance structure
of the measurement errors ˜ D is known up to scal-
ing factors (the true noise variances) ¯ λi and ¯ λo.T h e
simulation example aims to show consistency of the
estimators for the unknown parameters ¯ λi, ¯ λo,a n d ¯ X,
the parameter in an input/output representation of the
true model that has generated the data ¯ D.
Let UN (l,u) b eam a t r i xw i t hN  columns, composed
ofindependentanduniformlydistributedrandomvari-
ables in the interval [l,u]. The true values ¯ Di and ¯ R are
selected as follows:
¯ Di =
 
UN (−0.5,0.5) UN (10,20)
 
, ¯ X  =
 
11
 
,
where N  is varied from 10 to 500. Correspondingly
¯ Do := ¯ X  ¯ Di. Note that we artiﬁcially create two clus-
ters (the ﬁrst N  and the last N  columns of ¯ D). In this
simulation example the K-means clustering algorithm
detects without errors the two clusters. The measure-
ment errorsare zero mean, independent,normallydis-
tributed with variances λi = 0.01 and λo = 0.04.
With this simulation setup we apply the proposed
estimation method and average the results for 500
noise realizations. The average values of the noise
variance estimates ˆ λi and ˆ λo are shown on Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the average relative estimation error
e :=
1
500
500
∑
k=1
  ¯ X − ˆ X(k) 
  ¯ X 
,
where ˆ X(i) is the estimate of the parameter ¯ X in the ith
repetition of the experiment.
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N 
ˆ
λ
i
100 200 300 400 500
0.04
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0.047
0.048
N 
ˆ
λ
o
Fig. 1. Average values of the noise variance estimates
ˆ λi and ˆ λo as a functionof half the sample size N .
The dashed lines are the true values.
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0.012
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N 
e
Fig. 2. Relative error of estimation e as a function of
half the sample size N .
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered an EIV estimation problems for
single output static and dynamic systems, with mea-
surement error covariance matrix known up to two
unknown parameters. The model is identiﬁable under
the assumption that the data has two clusters that are
distinct in a speciﬁed sense. The proposed estimation
method has three steps: cluster the data, solve a uni-
variate optimization problem for the noise variance
ratio, solve a standard TLS-type problem for the es-
timated noise variance ratio. In the static case the cost
function evaluation on the second step involves solv-
ing a couple of generalized TLS problems and in the
dynamic case it involves solving a couple of weighted
structured TLS problems.
Identiﬁability of the model is recovered by construct-
ing two estimating equations corresponding to the
two clusters. The idea generalizes to problems involv-
ing more than two unknown parameters in the mea-
surement error covariance matrix. As many clusters
and corresponding estimating equations are needed as
thereareunknowncovarianceparameters.Theestima-
tionprocedureinthiscase,however,requiressolvinga
multidimensionaloptimization problem on the second
step. It is an open problem what special properties (if
any) this optimization problem has and how to exploit
them in effective EIV estimation algorithms.
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